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A New Path

I NTELLIGENT
S OCIAL
A MAZING
B RAVE
E AGER
L OYAL
L OVELY
A CTIVE
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ISABELLA’S MOODS!
I GET ANGRY WHEN PEOPLE GET MAD WITH NO REASON
I SPEAK HONESTLY WHEN I'M IN TROUBLE
I FEEL CONFIDENT WHEN I'M WITH MY FRIENDS AND MAKE ME
DO STUFF I DON'T NORMALLY DO
I FEEL COURAGEOUS WHEN I'M WITH MY FRIENDS
I GET UPSET WHEN I GET BAD MARKS AT SCHOOL
I SPEAK SARCASTICALLY WHEN PEOPLE ASK DUMB QUESTIONS
Isabella

MY PERSONALITY!
I AM
I AM SMART BECAUSE I WORK HARD.
I FEEL RELIEVED WHEN I TALK TO MY FRIENDS
I AM A GIANT PERSON WHEN I GET SCARED
I WILL BECOME AN ORTHODONTIST TO GIVE MY FAMILY A
HABITAT
Isabella
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FAVOURITE COLORS!
ROSE GOLD BECAUSE IT EXPRESSES MY GIRLYNESS AND IT
MAKES ME HAPPY.
BLUE BECAUSE IT SHOWS A BIT OF MY CRAZINESS AND ADDS A
POP OF COLOR.
PURPLE BECAUSE IT IS VERY NICE AND IT IS A COLOR OF
ROYALTY
Isabella

Untitled
I never give up when I have hard times
I never give up on my school
I never give up on my future
I came home to a beautiful bed…
That I can have the best nights of my life in peace
Watching YouTube on my iPad.
When I’m in bed I like to facetime Bluu and Maya
because they make my mood change and make me stand out of
bed to do something fun.
Like doing our makeup and posting funny things of each other on
social media.
Isabella
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My creative name

Amazing
Brilliant
Important
Grateful
Adventurous
Idealistic
Light
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I am colours
I like rose gold because it's very modern and royal.
I like periwinkle because it's light and cute.
I like grey because it's clean and simple.
I like gold because it's bright and stands out.

Abigail

how I feel
People make me mad because sometimes I don't agree with something or it could just be
my family or brother.
I care about people because they respect me and have what it takes to be my friend.
I know what I’m doing when I like it or when I accomplish something.
I accomplish things when I work hard and want to do it.
Things don't go right I get a bit mad and confused.
Abigail
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Untitled
I have time for my life
Hope it does rain a lot
Give me the truth and a chance
I need freedom with power all day long
Happiness is a wheel of time
My secrets are blue and peaceful
The trees are light in the sun
I see a bird in the window right by the sun
Anger is a future in life with staircases in the walls
A painful life come to a kindness life
Abigail
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Brave
Intelligent
Awesome
Nice
Amazing
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I am
I am strong
Because I do not really cry
I feel brave whenever I do something I don’t like to do
I am giant to stand up for my rights
When I talk, I’m right
I will become bigger as I go
So that I can be humongous.

Biana

Moods
I get angry when people bother me
I speak honestly when I’m angry
I feel confident when I do something I don’t want to do
I feel courageous when I’m right
I get upset when I feel right but people say I’m wrong
I speak sarcastically when I now people now what I’m saying but
they joke around.
Biana
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Untitled
Sometimes I think
Of things
At the weirdest moment
And I realize
My teacher and friends
Are calling me
And I answer because I don't know what to say
And I am that girl that everyone looks at
With a face
To check what I’m doing
And when I look
He has to say what in this world were you
Thinking of
With the class surrounding me.
Biana

This river
I don't think I remember your name
Do you remember anything
I don't think I know the answer
Do you know anything that happened?
In that little dark house last night
Biana
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One

Justice
Unique
Stop
Tuff
Intelligent
Nice
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Gold because it shines it is vibrant,
The color of a car.
Justin

Duck

Duck taste like duck
Duck hears quack
Duck smells like wetness
Duck feels like water
Duck looks like feathers
Justin

I am
I am the best I could be
because I'm joyful
I feel calm
I will become a soldier
So I could help people in a small way but in a big way.
Justin
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Untitled
In the rain I was
Melting slowly
Slowly into dust
Going to heaven I hope
If I don’t know where
I will go to hell
Justin
Untitled
This Earth is where we live
Full of water mostly
Justin
Untitled
A time to have life
Hopeful it will rain today
Personal truth brings happiness by chance
Is freedom the power within me?
Happiness is a wheel of life and power
The color blue is peaceful
Justin
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MYSTERY
ABLE
TALL
THOUGHTS
HEALTHY
ENERGETIC
WINNER
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Color
I am Red because of love
I am Yellow because of the sun
I am Black because I like being in the dark and I live in the dark
Orange because I like oranges and the night sky
Very dark purple because it is the darkest purple
Matthew

Untitled
Sometimes I find myself in a big cave in a big world at the oddest
moments.
An inspiring voice
My uncle Bob calling on Halloween day
Thanking him for all the candies
Having a good Halloween and going back and forth
Matthew
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Untitled
The time has come in my life
Hope is the rain
Life is truth and chances are freedom
Power and happiness are the wheels of the car.
The stars are blue and peaceful
Trees are the light and the light shines off of the windows
from the sun
Anger is in the staircase and the pain is the kindness.
Matthew

Untitled
“Salt water and tears turn into silver and gold”
Gold is the colour of the heaviest tear in the world.
Matthew
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My dog

My dog taste like nothing
My dog hears my brothers play hockey all day
My dog smells like fresh flowers
My dog touches the table like it is her food
My dog sees my cat and stares into her eyes
Bluu
Untitled
I am helpful because I help people
I feel happy whenever I wake up with sunshine
I am a giant when I score at basketball
I will become a vet so that I can save pets
Bluu

I
I
I
I
I

get…
get angry when people get me mad
speak honestly when I talk to teachers
feel confident with people encourage me
get upset when people talk behind my back

Bluu
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Hall of Fame
Yeah you can be the greatest
You can be the best
You can be the King Kong banging on your chest
You can beat the world
You can beat the war
You can be a King Kong banging on your chest
You can throw your hands up
You can beat the clock
You can move a mountain
You can break the rocks
You can be the master
Don't wait for luck
Bluu
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Acrostic Poem

Courageous
Helpful
Amazing
Realistic
Lovely
Open-Hearted
Tall
Tuff
Eager
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My Favourite Colours
My Favourite colours are:
• Teal
• Rose Gold
• Purple
• Black
• Mint
• Coral
• Yellow
• Tiffany Blue
• Gold
• Magenta

I like the colour teal because it's a really oceany colour.
I like the colour rose gold because it's a beautiful colour.
I like purple because it’s the colour of royalty and sometimes a night sky.
I like black because the colour would go with any piece of clothing.
I like mint because it's my favourite ice-cream flavor and it’s a really cool
colour.
I like the colour coral because it reminds me of a tropical coral ocean and
it’s a really summery colour.
I like the colour yellow because it makes me feel happy and warm.
I like the colour tiffany blue because it reminds me of the night sky and
the sea.
I like the colour gold because it’s a rich, metallic and light colour.
I like the colour magenta because it’s a very beautiful shade of red.
Charlotte
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Languages
Taste:  כלבdon’t tasted like anything.
Hear:  כלבhave a really great sense of hearing.
Touch: כלב
Smell: כלב
See: כלב
Charlotte

I Am
1. I Am Beautiful
Because I Don’t Change Who I Am.
2. I Feel Beautiful
Whenever & Where-ever I Am.
3. I Will Become Great
So I Can Succeed In Life.
Charlotte
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Sometimes I find myself weeping at the oddest
moments
Sometimes I find myself
Dreaming
At peaceful times
An unexpected voice
An angel
Calling my name
Wishing me hope
And I Am
That girl
Charlotte
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Best
Royal
Icy
Able
Natural
Nice
Active
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Oma
mijn grootmoeder kookt niet. ik voel je liefde voor mij.(my
grandmother does not cook. I feel your love for me.)
Brianna

Favorite colors
I love Pink and purple because they are light and fun
I love Blue because it is the color of Israel
Black is dark and it represents me
White is so clean and fun
Pastel galaxy marble because it is elegant
I love red because it is the color of love
Brianna
I am
I am strong because I figure skate.
I am passionate about my skating
Brianna
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A little about me

M agical
A mazing
Y oung
A rtistic
L lovely
E ager
E asy going
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RED: its the color of love and it just pops out.
BLACK: I just like dark colors
GRAY: it looks clean
WHITE: its the color of peace and angels and its also looks
clean and simple.
Maya

What I feel when someone apologizes
When you apologize, I feel like the person knows what they did
wrong.
When you apologize, I feel calm.
When you apologize, I feel happy.
When you apologize, I feel less stressed
When you apologize, I don’t feel worried anymore because
There’s peace and were all happy
Maya
What is a Dog

A dog smells like fur.
A dog feels like hair.
A dog touches different kinds of feelings.
A dog hears different types of sounds.
A dog tastes different types of tastes.
A dog sees everything.
Maya
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Drugs are very addictive
The article I just read was about people dying from these drugs that are
very addictive. Some singers and rappers died from this type of drug. I
learned that this drug is very common and a lot of people died from it.
This article made me feel very sad and I keep asking myself, why would
people want to risk their life by doing drugs. This article reminds me of
this Jewish rapper that died at 26 years old and his name was Mac
Miller.
Maya

How I feel when I’m angry
I get angry when I’m in a bad mood or if I’m stressed and
people talk to me when I work hard.
I speak honestly all the time.
I feel confident when I’m happy or if I make someone happy, or
if I help them.
I feel courageous when I face my fears.
I get upset when I hear sad things and when I’m in a bad mood.
I speak sarcastically when I fool around.
Maya

I
I
I
I
I

am good hearted
am good hearted because I care about people.
feel happy when I listen to music.
am a giant when I make someone happy or if I help someone.
will become a doctor so that I can help people.

Maya
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Life

Joyful
Elegant
Super
Sportif
Yes
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Small
Sometimes I find myself in a box getting a life
I could her my uncle’s voice a mile away
Jessy

I am green because I love the colour of the trees and the
grass.
Green is my favorite colour
I am green because I love green vegetable
Jessy
I am
1. I am small because I fit in everything.
2. I feel happy whenever I see my friends happy or my
family.
3. I will become a dentist so that I can help people.
Jessy
Moods
I get angry when… Matthew get on my nerve.
Jessy
I promise that I will take care of chewing rubber bands and I
promise that I will take care of my lands for the future.
By Jessy
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MANGO
AWESOME
RELAXING
COUNTRY
OPEN HEARTED
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ELECTRIQUE BLUE: SHINY LAMBORGHINI: the
speed
BLUE: MUSTANG: the symbol
RED: FERRARI: the engine
ORANGE: MASERATI:
LIME GREEN: MACLAREN
Marco

Untitled

mi piacciono le anatre e gli asini
Mi piace assaggiare l'asino e la carne d'anatra
Mi piace ascoltare asini e anatre
Mi piace vedere asini e anatre
Mi piace toccare asini e anatre
Mi piace sentire l'odore di asini e anatre
Marco
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Moods
I
I
I
I
I
I

get angry when people are annoying me
speak honestly when I’m with my teachers
feel confident when I’m with my family
feel courageous when I’m with my friends (sometimes)
get upset when people get on my nervous
speak sarcastically when I’m with my friends sometimes

Marco
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